
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRW  SRP 

Scoped Rifle Course for Patrol 
officers 

PRW SRP (Scoped Rifle For Patrol) 

The Precision Rifle Workshop LLC is a series  
of police sniper and general topic law enforcement courses held 
annually in the Rocky Mountain area  for law enforcement and 
military personnel. 
 
PRW Instructors are drawn from the military and Police depart-
ment SWAT teams for their exceptional experience and presen-
tation skills.   

The Precision Rifle Workshop LLC presents 

  

 

 

 

Tuition cost:  $350  To register call 1-877-860-9475 

Email Admin@precisionrifleworkshop.com 

Day One: Initial zeroing, marksmanship, ballistics, positional 

skills, long range shooting, equipment issues 

Days 2—tactics, perimeters, shield work, officer rescue drills  

Day 3—Team tactics, stress 

drills and qualifications. 

 

PRW SRP is a three day training 
course for using a scoped rifle in pa-
trol operations.  

This course is for departments  with OR with-
out SWAT teams who have patrol first re-
sponse personnel doing perimeter work with 
patrol rifles.  

Zeroing an optical sight, marksmanship 

Positional shooting skills 

Officer down drills, shield work for patrol 

Tactics 

Stress shooting   

Extended distance shooting out to 500 yards 

 This course works with bolt actions and 
semi-auto platforms, with traditional scopes 
and the newer electronic optics also.  

Specific Issues addressed: 

Setting up perime-
ters based on threat 
level 

Holding the “thin 
blue line” before the 
‘calvary can get 
there” 

 

Dealing with the ever present manpower issue 

Rural and Urban operation differences 

Recommended Equipment 

 

Unfortunately, the “unthinkable’ is happening in the 
headlines everyday. Patrol officers are the frontline.  Its 
becoming mandatory for police departments to train 
their personnel at a higher level for these threats. 

 

 

Equipment: patrol vest,  patrol rifle, semi-auto or bolt ac-

tion with either a scope or electronic optical sighing sys-

tem.  300 rounds  for bolt guns 500 rounds for semi au-

tos,  tactical shield common to patrol operations A more 

detailed list is sent upon registration for a course.  

PRW SRP is a rifle course for patrol officers who deploy on 
critical incident perimeters when a traditional SWAT team is 
either absent or delayed in response. 

May 24th-26th, 2021 Parshall, CO  (hosted by Granby 
Police Department) 

3 days, (30 hours)($350) 


